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Abstract

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) guidelines assume that cardiac arrest victims can be treated

with a uniform chest compression (CC) depth and a standardized interval administration of

vasopressor drugs. This non-personalized approach does not incorporate a patient’s individualized

response into ongoing resuscitative efforts. In previously reported porcine models of hypoxic and

normoxic ventricular fibrillation (VF), a hemodynamic-directed resuscitation improved short-term

survival compared to current practice guidelines. Skilled in-hospital rescuers should be trained to

tailor resuscitation efforts to the individual patient’s physiology. Such a strategy would be a major

paradigm shift in the treatment of in-hospital cardiac arrest victims.
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1. Introduction

“Performing CPR without measuring the effects is like flying an airplane without an

altimeter ”

- Dr. Max Harry Weil at the Fourth Wolf Creek Conference, April 1996

In the United States, approximately 200,000 patients each year receive professional

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) for a cardiac arrest during their hospitalization.1 Most

of these arrests now occur in intensive care units (ICUs),2,3 perhaps due to the successful

implementation of early warning systems and medical emergency teams. In these highly

monitored ICUs, patients will often have invasive monitoring available that could guide

resuscitation quality. Yet our current training programs focus on a uniform approach to

resuscitation care that does not incorporate a patient’s individualized response into ongoing

resuscitative efforts.4,5

In this article, we will review the existing literature from both animal and human studies

regarding hemodynamics – specifically coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) – during CPR.

Like Max Harry Weil, we believe that measuring the effects of CPR performance is

critically important for optimizing outcomes. For patients with invasive arterial blood

pressure monitoring at the time of CPR, we believe that titrating chest compression (CC)

force and advanced life support medications to arterial blood pressures can improve

outcomes. Such a personalized approach to resuscitation medicine is feasible,

implementable, and may lead to improved survival outcomes.

2. Coronary perfusion pressure is critically important for successful CPR

2.1. Animal models

While this article will discuss CPP as a primary determinant of resuscitation survival,

myocardial blood flow is truly the primary determinant of CPR success.6 However,

obtaining measurements of myocardial blood flow during actual cardiac arrest resuscitation

is not practical. Conversely, CPP – the mathematical difference between the arterial diastolic

pressure and the right atrial diastolic pressure – can be made available to healthcare

providers via frequently used invasive clinical devices (intra-arterial and central venous

catheters). As CPP is the primary driving force for myocardial blood flow,7 it may be a

useful clinical surrogate to guide resuscitation quality.

The notion that CPP determines successful survival dates back to the turn of the 20th

century. In 1906, Crile and Dolley described their experience using adrenaline to improve

outcomes from anesthesia- or asphyxia-induced cardiac arrest.8 In this landmark article, they

describe the experiments that led them to conclude that the “basic problem in resuscitation

[is] … securing a coronary perfusion pressure from thirty to forty millimeters of mercury.”

In their experiments, the addition of adrenaline to closed chest cardiac massage and fluid

administration raised arterial diastolic blood pressure and improved survival outcomes

significantly. To the best of our knowledge, this was one of the first reports supporting CPP

monitoring during CPR.
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In 1988, Kern and colleagues again demonstrated that CPP during CPR is a powerful

predictor of 24-h survival.6 In a canine model of ventricular fibrillation (VF) cardiac arrest,

they were able to demonstrate that CPPs were higher in resuscitated animals compared to

non-resuscitated animals after 5, 10, 15, and 20 min of VF. They further evaluated the

predictive ability of CPP at 10 min of CPR and found significant differences in CPPs

between animals (1) never resuscitated, (2) that died before 24 h, and (3) that survived 24 h.

Specifically, failure to obtain a CPP of at least 20 mmHg was an excellent predictor of poor

survival (negative predictive value = 96%). These findings led them to conclude that CPP is

a useful measure of CPR effectiveness that should be used to optimize resuscitation efforts.

More recently in 2013, building on the work of Crile, Dolley, Kern and numerous others,

Sutton,9 Friess10 and colleagues evaluated a resuscitative approach that specifically altered

CPR quality and vasoactive drug administration to hemodynamic targets. To the best of our

knowledge, this series of studies was the first to evaluate a resuscitative approach targeted to

hemodynamic goals. Specifically, in both hypoxic and normoxic models of VF, animals

were randomized to receive one of three CPR strategies with the objective to demonstrate

that a resuscitative approach targeted to hemodynamics would improve short term survival

compared to existing care recommendations. In the Hemodynamic-Directed Care group, CC

depth was titrated to a systolic blood pressure of 100 mmHg and vasopressors to maintain

CPP > 20 mmHg. There were two comparator groups utilized in these studies: (1) “realistic

AHA care” – CC depth of 33 mm (based on data of CC depth actually attained while

attempting to follow AHA Guidelines11) with Advanced Life Support (ACLS) epinephrine

dosing every 4 min; and (2) “optimal AHA care4,5” – CC depth of 51 mm with ACLS

epinephrine dosing every 4 min. In both models, 45-min ICU survival was higher when a

Hemodynamic Directed resuscitative approach was utilized compared to either realistic or

optimal depth-directed care with fixed epinephrine dosing. Importantly, there were no

differences in the overall total amount of vasoactive medications administered across

groups, suggesting that it was not the amount of drug given, but the “right amount of drug at

the right time during the resuscitation” that led to improved outcomes. The authors also

found higher CPPs over time in survivors compared to non-survivors, providing mechanistic

validity to this new resuscitative model/approach (Fig. 1). The authors concluded that such

an approach is feasible and shows promise that should be evaluated further.

2.2. Human data

In 1990, Paradis and colleagues reported a positive association between CPP and human

survival (Fig. 2).12 In this study of 24 patients, both initial CPP (13.4 ± 8.5 vs. 1.6 ± 8.5

mmHg) and maximal CPP (25.6 ± 7.7 vs. 8.4 ± 10.0 mmHg) were higher in those with

return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) compared to those without ROSC. The authors

also reported c-indexes (ability to discriminate between ROSC vs. non ROSC cases) for

selected hemodynamic variables in this study. Maximal CPP was calculated as having the

highest c-index (i.e., best discriminatory properties, c = 0.93) as compared to initial CPP

(0.837) and maximal diastolic pressure (0.708). In this small dataset, a maximal CPP of 15

mmHg was chosen as the best therapeutic cutoff because its perfect negative predictive

value (i.e., no survivors with CPP < 15 mmHg) may indicate a futile resuscitation, while its

positive predictive value of 57% would suggest that continued resuscitative efforts will lead
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to success in more than 50% of cases. As concluded by the authors, this study substantiated

the large amount of animal data that existed at the time indicating the importance of CPP

during CPR.

It is important to note that no prospective human study has demonstrated that targeting CPP

during resuscitation will lead to improved survival. There is also no data supporting the best

CPP target for infants and children. And while further investigations are warranted, these

research endeavors will undoubtedly be fraught with difficulty. In a large multicenter trial

determining whether a given resuscitation was driven by Guideline care vs. hemodynamic

care (i.e., actual treatment assignment) when an arterial line is in place at the time of arrest

would be particularly difficult and require a substantial research infrastructure.

3. Monitoring CPP during CPR is feasible

3.1. In-hospital cardiac arrest is an important public health problem

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation training has focused on treatment of out-of-hospital cardiac

arrests, a well-known major public health problem.13 Each year in the USA, professional

CPR is provided for approximately 175,000 people in the pre-hospital setting.14 Therefore,

CPR Guidelines were developed with a simplified “one-size” fits all approach to serve

laypersons and professionals in any setting. More recently, data from the AHA’s Get with

the Guidelines-Resuscitation (GWTG-R) National Registry established that professional

CPR is provided to approximately 200,000 in-hospital cardiac arrests in the USA annually

as well.1 Therefore, in-hospital professional CPR is as common as out-of-hospital

professional CPR. These epidemiologic data raise the possibility that we should re-evaluate

in-hospital CPR training program paradigms. In-hospital ICU teams have the skills and

information to titrate CPR performance to invasive hemodynamic parameters, including

coronary perfusion pressure, and should be trained to do so effectively.

3.2. In-hospital cardiac arrests are primarily ICU events

With implementation of early warning systems and medical emergency teams, the

proportion of in-hospital cardiac arrests occurring in ICU versus ward settings has increased

over the last decade to ~95% among children2 and >60% among adults.3 Cardiac arrests on

general inpatient wards are now considered sentinel events in safe, high-quality

organizations. For example, the influential Child Healthcare Corporation of America has

specifically targeted non-ICU arrests as a potentially avoidable sentinel event.15

Importantly, many patients with cardiac arrests in ICUs have invasive monitoring in place at

the time of arrest available to guide resuscitation quality. Nearly half of children receiving

ICU CPR in the GWTG-R registry have invasive arterial blood pressure monitoring in place

at the time of the event.2 Similarly, over 30% of adults with ICU cardiac arrests in the

GWTG-R registry are on vasopressor infusions, a reasonable indication of the need for

continuous invasive pressure monitoring.3 Therefore, in-hospital resuscitation teams could

be trained to titrate CPR efforts to invasive physiological monitoring during resuscitation.

As a further step in the transformation of CPR training to focus on hemodynamic directed

care at the bedside, Wolfe and colleagues developed a CPR training manikin with biofidelic
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arterial blood pressure feedback.16 The feedback was termed biofidelic because the

relationship between CC depth and arterial blood pressure in the manikin was derived from

actual pediatric CPR data.17 Building on previous work by this group regarding Rolling

Refreshers (brief CPR re-trainings with a manikin on a rolling cart18), the authors

demonstrated that an arterial blood pressure targeted “Rolling Refresher” was effective to

improve CPR skill acquisition and retention – without need for interval monthly retraining

as in their previous studies. The authors concluded that the success of this program,

maintaining retention without need for monthly retraining, was due in part to the use of a

familiar “clinical” endpoint as the training target. Rather than training toward absolute depth

targets, ICU providers were more successful targeting and titrating to blood pressure goals

as they would in numerous other critical situations, such as heart failure, sepsis, or

hemorrhagic shock.

4. Expert consensus now recommends physiological monitoring

In a recent consensus statement,19 monitoring a patient’s response to resuscitation was

recommended. The authors provided a hierarchal and situational contextualization of

physiological monitoring based upon the available data most closely related to myocardial

blood flow. In this consensus statement, CPP was recommended as the primary

physiological target (goal > 20 mmHg) when both arterial and central venous catheters are

in place at the time of the arrest, followed by arterial diastolic pressure (goal > 25 mmHg)

when an arterial catheter is available without a central venous catheter. Recognizing that

invasive mechanical ventilation is much more common than arterial pressure monitoring, the

consensus statement also recommended capnography monitoring third tier (goal end tidal

carbon dioxide > 20 mmHg) when an arterial line is not in place at the time of arrest. While

end tidal monitoring has limitations, it is a good surrogate marker of pulmonary blood flow

and cardiac output,20 and clearly better than no quality monitoring.

5. Conclusions

During the last ten years, the inpatient culture in the USA has successfully focused on

identifying and transferring at risk adult and pediatric patients to intensive care units for

monitoring and treatment of respiratory failure and shock. As a result, patients frequently

have invasive monitoring available at the time of arrest. Surrogates for myocardial blood

flow, the primary determinant of successfully CPR, such as coronary perfusion pressure or

diastolic blood pressure, should be used to measure the effectiveness of CPR. Nearly 20

years after Dr. Weil’s controversial “altimeter” statement, the time has arrived for in-

hospital healthcare providers to routinely use available hemodynamic monitoring during

CPR. This simple transformational change to hemodynamic data driven “personalized”

resuscitation could be life-saving.
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Abbreviations

AHA American Heart Association

CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CC chest compression
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Fig. 1.
Mean coronary perfusion pressure during each minute of CPR between survivors and non-

survivors after hypoxic ventricular fibrillation. Similar results were also seen in normoxic

VF model.10 Error bars represent SEM. Modified from Sutton et al.,9 Resuscitation 2013.
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Fig. 2.
Percentage of patients achieving return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) during adult

cardiac arrest resuscitation. Modified from Paradis et al.,12 Journal of the American Medical

Association 1990.
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